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FUEL UP FOR SPORTS

April might be known for having showers that bring May flowers, but the balmy April temperatures also 
bring about the marked season opening of some popular sports. Much like the budding flowers of spring, 
athletes require the proper hydration and nutrition to grow and develop into MVPs.

When an athlete engages in intense activity, they damage tissues and deplete energy stores. It’s the food 
consumed before and after an activity that makes the difference. Athletes should include a balance of 
whole grains, lean proteins, healthy fats, fresh fruits and fresh vegetables at these meals. Moderation and 
variety are key to ensure peak performance both on and off the field.

Hydration is also key to keeping their bodies in optimal condition by replenishing important electrolytes 
that are lost during the sweating process. Although there are many drinks out there promoted especially for 
athletes, use caution when choosing what to hydrate with—many of those beverages also have high sugar 
content. Water is always your best bet when it comes to ultimate hydration!
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Acai has been a popular craze 
in recent years: the superfruit 
with a powerful punch of 
nutrients, such as antioxidants, 
amino acids, fiber, essential 
fatty acids, vitamins and 
minerals. Its many benefits 
include reducing cholesterol, 
promoting healthy skin and 
improving the digestive 
system. It’s also said to even 
have anti-aging effects. While 
most people associate acai 
with the trendy acai bowls, 
it can also be used for a 
wonderful frozen treat: sorbet!of the

month
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ACAI 
BANANA
SORBET
YIELD: 4 Servings 

INGREDIENTS
2 ripe medium bananas, peeled
2 - 3.5 oz. packets frozen unsweetened acai puree
1 Tbsp. virgin or extra-virgin coconut oil
1 Tbsp. pure maple syrup

DIRECTIONS
Cut each banana into 6 chunks and freeze until completely solid, 
preferably overnight.

With the acai inside the packet, crush the puree into smaller pieces. 

Process the pieces in a food processor to a fine slush. Add the frozen 
banana chunks, coconut oil and maple syrup, and begin to process (the 
food processor may jolt in the very beginning). As the bananas break 
down and combine with the acai, the mixture will look crumbly, then 
gooey, and eventually smooth and slightly slushy, like a sorbet. Stop 
the food processor frequently to scrape down the side of the bowl and 
break up any clumps.

Serve right away or store in a container and freeze until ready to serve.


